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also in the spectrum of () Ol'ionis observed by HUGGlNS in 1894 and 
1897 (An Atlas of rep1'esentative Ste11a1' Spectra, p. 140), etc. In those 
cases the explanation suggesteel by EBERT would require the aeldition 
of special hypotheses. 

Our funelamental hypothesis th at the st1'uc1ure of most stars is 
similar to that of the Sun (it being admitted, of course, that the 
stars may greatly differ as to the ex tent of their respective gaseous 
envelopes, the average steepness of the density gradie~ts in them, 
their chemical composition, temperatu1'e, etc.) seems to admit of the 
interpretation of a greater val'Ïety of facts. It makes displacements 
of the dispersion banels towards the long and the short waves almost 

) 

equally probable - if we leaye the asymmetry in the form of the 
dispersion curves out of question anel provisionally aSHlme the directions 
of the axes of the Rtarö to be distl'ibuted at random through space. 

The elirection in which we see a star may be regarded as a steaely 
line in space, allowance being maele for abe1'ration anel parallax. If, 
now, the elistribution of the matter constituting that celestial body 
l'emains nea1'ly unchanged for a long time, then aftel' each rotation 
of the star our line of sight will again pass through the same points 
of the "optical system", and we sha11 observe an accurately pel'io
dica,l course in the star's brightness and in the appearance of its 
spectral lines. In most cases, however, currents and vortices wiII 
cause more or less considerable alterations to aI'ise in the distribution 
of the density of the gaseous mass, and, consequently, in the com
position of the beam of light reaching the Earth at a given ph ase 
of the star's rotary motion. Thus the strictly pel'iodical su('cession 

lof phenomena is open to any degl'ee of c\istul'bance. The very irregular 
and sometimes rapid changes in the brightness of objects Iike 0 Oeti, 
SS Cygni, ft Cephei, etc. are much more intelligible ti'om this point 
of view, than from intel'pretations based on the assurnption of violent 
eruptions, large spots, Or eclipses cal1sed by dark companions. And 
it is so difficult to make a sharp distinction bet ween variables of 
long period and Novae, that we should not resent the idea of com
paring even the appearance of a new star fo the sudden gleam of 
arevolving coast-light when the optical system, giving to the ooam 
a considerable c\ecrease in divergence, passes our line of sight. 

Chemistry. - Prof. C. A. I~OBUY DE BRUYN presents a paper ofr 
J. OLIE JR,: "TM trrtnsformation of the phenylpotassiwn 
sltlp/~ate into p-phenolsulphonate of potassiurn". 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

(Tj,js paper will not be published in these Pl'oceedings). 
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